
 

 

 Temporary employment and short-term contracts often lead to permanent positions. It's a 

great way to get a foot in the door or at the very least provide you with useful business 

contacts to call upon in the future. 

 Many recruitment agencies can assist with locating temporary or casual positions and 

contract work. 

 Internships are a great choice for students who are just graduating from college. The job 

placement services of many schools connect their students with opportunities. 

If you're just starting out and you can afford it, volunteering can be a great way to gain valuable 

industry contacts. 

 

Applying for jobs — answering advertisements & making cold calls  

Application for jobs can be made in two ways: in response to an advertisement, and by making 

enquiries if any opening is available. Both the CV and the cover letter should be written 

depending on what type of application you are making. Responding to advertisements 

require the mention of the advertisement in the cover letter. The letter and the CV can be 

modified to suit the job profile advertised.  

 

    

Unit 2 

Interview Skills II 

    

Developing right attitude 

 Types of Attitudes 

 The term ‘attitude’ refers to an individual’s mental state, which is based on his/her beliefs or 

value system, emotions, and the tendency to act in a certain way. One’s attitude reflects 

how one thinks, feels, and behaves in a given situation. 

  

 Two points of view 

 Attitude is a little thing that makes a big difference. – Winston Churchill 

  

 Attitude can be defined as our response to people, places, things, or events in life. It can be 

referred to as a person’s viewpoint, mindset, beliefs, etc. Our attitude towards people, 

places, things, or situations determines the choices that we make. Attitude is composed of 

three components, which include cognitive component, affective/emotional component, 

and behavioral component. Basically, the cognitive component is based on the information 

or knowledge, whereas affective component is based on the feelings. The behavioral 

component reflects how the attitude affects the way we act or behave. 

  

 For instance, in case of a person who is scared of an injection or a needle, the cognitive 

component might be the fact that an injection would hurt. On the other hand, the affective 

component would be the feeling that he/she is scared of injection. The behavioral 

component would be that the person would completely avoid getting an injection or scream 

at the sight of one. So, an attitude is essentially like an evaluative statement that is either 

positive or negative depending on the degree of like or dislike for the matter in question. 



 

 

  

 Types of Attitudes 

 Positive Attitude 

 Positive Attitude 

 Confidence, Optimism, Sincerity, and Reliability are traits that represent positive attitude 

 Individuals who have a positive attitude will pay attention to the good, rather than bad in 

people, situations, events, etc. They will not consider a mistake or failure as a hurdle, but as 

an opportunity. They learn from mistakes, and move forward in life. 

  

 ~ Confidence 

 ~ Optimism 

 ~ Cheerfulness/Happiness 

 ~ Sincerity 

 ~ Sense of responsibility 

 ~ Flexibility 

 ~ Determination 

 ~ Reliability 

 ~ Tolerance 

 ~ Willingness to adapt 

 ~ Humility 

 ~ Diligence 

  

 Negative Attitude 

 Negative Attitude 

 Hatred, Pessimism, Resentment, and Doubt are traits that represent negative attitude 

 People with a negative attitude ignore the good, and pay attention to the bad in people, 

situations, events, etc. Also, they are likely to complain about changes, rather than adapting 

to the changing environment. Also, they might blame their failure on others. 

  

 ~ Anger 

 ~ Hatred 

 ~ Pessimism 

 ~ Frustration 

 ~ Doubt 

 ~ Resentment 

 ~ Jealousy 

 ~ Inferiority 

  

 Neutral Attitude 

 Neutral Attitude 

 Indifference and Detachment are traits that represent neutral attitude 



 

 

 People with a neutral attitude don’t give enough importance to situations or events. They 

ignore the problem, leaving it for someone else to solve. Also, they don’t feel the need to 

change. Their traits include: 

  

 ~ Complacence 

 ~ Indifference 

 ~ Detachment 

 ~ Feeling of being disconnected 

 ~ Unemotional 

  

 It must be noted that there is a very thin line between personality traits and attitude. While 

the former are more rigid and permanent, the latter may change with different situations 

and experiences in life. So, attitudes are learned and acquired. Also, attitude could be 

explicit or implicit. Attitude at an unconscious level that might be unknown to us, and is 

formed involuntarily is referred to as implicit attitude. On the other hand, explicit attitude 

refers to the attitude at a conscious level. Implicit attitude might be attributed to past 

experiences or influences. 

  

 It must be noted that one’s behavior might not always reflect one’s attitude. However, 

studies have suggested that people might change their behavior, if the inconsistencies 

between their beliefs and behavior are pointed out to them. In general, a positive attitude is 

most likely to have a good effect on one’s behavior. 

  

 Attitudes are formed over the years by various means. Sometimes, they are based on our 

experiences. At times, they might be acquired from other people. Our attitude might be 

based on the truth, or what we might consider to be the truth. It is possible for people to 

change their attitude. For that, one would need to change the way he/she thinks, feels, or 

behaves. However, changing the way one feels is not that easy. The affective component of 

attitude is powerful and difficult to control. Hence, one should first make an effort to 

change the cognitive (thinking) and behavioral component. 

 

body language 

 Communication is made up of more than just the words we use. It's maintaining eye 

contact with the person you're talking to, slouching on a video call, or your hand 

movements as you speak. 

 Nonverbal cues such as tone of voice, gestures, and posture all play their part. In this 

article, we define what body language is – and how you can interpret it to understand and 

communicate with people more effectively. 

 What Is Body Language? 

 Put simply, body language is the unspoken element of communication that we use to 

reveal our true feelings and emotions. 

 It's the relaxed facial expression that breaks out into a genuine smile – with mouth 

upturned and eyes wrinkled. It can be a tilt of the head that shows you're listening, sitting 

or standing upright to convey interest, or directing attention with hand gestures. It can 



 

 

also be taking care to avoid a defensive, arms-crossed posture, or restlessly tapping your 

feet. 

 When you can "read" signs like these, you can understand the complete message of what 

someone is telling you. You'll be more aware of people's reactions to what you say and 

do. And you'll be able to adjust your body language to appear more positive, engaging, 

and approachable. 

 The Science of Body Language 

 You've probably heard the statistic that only seven percent of a message is conveyed 

through words. And the other 93 percent comes from nonverbal communication. 

 It's taken from Mehrabian's Communication Model , which also states that body language 

is more important than tone of voice and choice of words when communicating true 

feelings. But Mehrabian makes clear that his study dealt only with communications 

involving feelings and attitudes. So, it is not applicable in all cases. 

 However, it does help to explain why it's so tough to gauge sentiment when we can't see 

people – on email  or messaging apps, for example. 

 Arms folded in front of the body. 

 Minimal or tense facial expression. 

 Body turned away from you. 

 Eyes downcast, maintaining little contact. 

 Body Language Posture 

 Being aware of these signs can help you adjust what you say – and how you say it. That 

way, you can make the other person feel more at ease and open to persuasion   

  

 Body awareness 

 The Body Language of a Bored Audience 

 When delivering a presentation, or collaborating  in a group, you want the people around 

you to be fully engaged. 

 

preparing for interviews and facing interviews 

 

 Preparing for an interview might seem intimidating, but there are several steps you can take 

to prepare yourself for a successful interview. In this article, we create an interviewing prep 

checklist with 11 items. 

 Preparing for an interview primarily means taking time to thoughtfully consider your goals 

and qualifications relative to the position and employer. To accomplish this, you should 

perform research on the company and carefully review the job description to understand 

why you would be a good fit. Let’s look at the steps to preparing for an interview. 

 1. Carefully examine the job description 

 During your prep work, you should use the employer’s posted job description as a guide. 

The job description is a list of the qualifications, qualities and background the employer is 

looking for in an ideal candidate. The more you can align yourself with these details, the 

more the employer will be able to see that you are qualified. The job description may also 

give you ideas about questions the employer may ask throughout the interview. 



 

 

 2. Consider why you are interviewing and your qualifications 

 Before your interview, you should have a good understanding of why you want the job and 

why you’re qualified. You should be prepared to explain your interest in the opportunity and 

why you’re the best person for the role. 

 3. Perform research on the company and role 

 Researching the company you’re applying to is an important part of preparing for an 

interview. Not only will it help provide context for your interview conversations, but it will 

also help you when preparing thoughtful questions for your interviewers. 

 Researching the company and role as much as possible will give you an edge over the 

competition. Not only that, but fully preparing for an interview will help you remain calm so 

that you can be at your best. Here are a few things you should know before you walk into 

your interview: 

 Research the product or service: 

 Even if the role isn't directly related to the company's product or service, you're still looking 

to be part of the team. It's important to learn all you can about the product or service the 

company produces and promotes. You don't necessarily need to understand each and every 

detail, especially if it's a technical product, and you're interviewing for a non-technical 

position, but you should have a basic understanding of the main products or services the 

company offers. 

 If possible, request a sample of the product to familiarize yourself with the customer’s 

perspective. The more you can tell them about the product from both a company and 

customer standpoint, the better you'll perform in your interview. 

 Research the role 

 It's important to read the job description carefully and make sure that you understand all 

the requirements and responsibilities that go along with it. This will not only prepare you 

with thoughtful, targeted questions about the position during the interview, but it will 

ensure that you're truly qualified and prepared to tackle the responsibilities if you get the 

job. 

 If possible, research similar positions and read reviews from individuals in those positions, 

so you can get an idea of what the day-to-day activities will be. During the interview, ask for 

clarification or details about the role, so you can be sure you're ready should you receive a 

job offer. Researching the role before an interview will also help you to decide whether or 

not the position is right for you. 

 Research the company culture 

 Modern companies usually have social media accounts and blogs that discuss their company 

culture and industry. This information can give you an impression of the tone and 

personality of the company, as well as what they value. No matter how good a job seems, 

it's important that you fit within the company culture and share a similar personality and 

values. 

 If you have questions about the workplace environment, culture, personality or values, be 

sure to ask during the interview. These questions can range from the software and tools 

used by the company, to their policies on vacation and sick time. Remember that the 

interview is just as much about you finding a good fit for your own work environment as it is 

about the company finding a good fit for the role. Knowing that your values align with the 



 

 

company ensures a happy professional life. This is also the perfect opportunity to find out 

more about the company and show the interviewer how you'll fit. 

 4. Consider your answers to common interview questions 

 While you won’t be able to predict every question you’ll be asked in an interview, there are 

a few common questions you can plan answers for. You might also consider developing an 

elevator pitch that quickly describes who you are, what you do and what you want. 

 There are some jobs that may involve a test or evaluation during the interview process. For 

example, if you are interviewing for a computer programming, development or analytics 

role, you might also be asked to write or evaluate lines of code. It might be helpful to 

consult with colleagues in the industry for examples of tests they’ve been given to prepare. 

 You should also prepare to discuss your salary expectations, just in case. If you’re unsure 

about what salary is appropriate to ask for the position you’re applying to, visit Indeed's 

Salary Calculator to get a free, personalized pay range based on your location, industry and 

experience. 

 Here are a few examples of common interview questions: 

 Why do you want to work here? 

 The best way to prepare for this question is to learn about the products, services, mission, 

history and culture of the company. In your answer, mention the aspects of the company 

that appeal to you and align with your career goals. 

 Example: “I’d love the opportunity to work with a company that’s making a difference. 

Finding a company with a positive work environment and values that align with my own has 

remained a priority throughout my job search, and this company ranks at the top of the 

list.” 

 What interests you about this role? 

 Employers ask this question to make sure you understand the role, and to give you the 

opportunity to highlight your relevant skills. It can be helpful to compare the role 

requirements against your skills and experience. Choose a few things you particularly enjoy 

or excel at, and focus on those in your answer. 

 Example: “I’ve been passionate about user experience design for most of my professional 

career. I was excited to see this company uses Adobe products because I’m well-versed in 

the entire suite. Also, I’m a huge advocate for applying agile workflows to design. I think it’s 

the most effective way to tackle large projects. I was able to successfully build and launch an 

agile process in my previous role as UX manager, and we saw considerable improvements in 

project speed.” 

 What are your greatest strengths? 

 This question gives you an opportunity to talk about both your technical and soft skills. 

When an interviewer asks you to describe your strengths, share qualities and personal 

attributes and then relate them back to the role for which you’re interviewing. 

 Example: “I’m a natural problem-solver. I find it rewarding to dig deep and uncover 

solutions to challenges—it’s like solving a puzzle. It’s something I’ve always excelled at, and 

something I enjoy. Much of product development is about finding innovative solutions to 

challenging issues, which is what drew me to this career path in the first place.” 

 Read more: Interview Question: What Are Your Strengths and Weaknesses? 



 

 

 In addition to these, you should also take steps to prepare answers to behavioral interview 

questions. 

 5. Practice your speaking voice and body language 

 It’s important to make a positive and lasting impression during the interview process. You 

can do this by practicing a confident, strong speaking voice and friendly, open body 

language. While these might come naturally to you, you might also want to spend time 

performing them with trusted friends or family or in front of a mirror. Pay special attention 

to your smile, handshake and stride. 

 To learn more about interview body language, consider the following resources: 

 How to Introduce Yourself in an Interview 

 Everything You Need to Know About Job Interview Etiquette 

 Job Interview Tips: How to Make a Great Impression 

 6. Prepare several thoughtful questions for the interviewer(s) 

 Many employers feel confident about candidates who ask thoughtful questions about the 

company and the position. You should take time before the interview to prepare several 

questions for your interviewer(s) that show you’ve researched the company and are well-

versed about the position. Some examples of questions you could ask include: 

 What does a typical day look like for a person in this position? 

 Why do you enjoy working here? 

 What qualities do your most successful employees have? 

 I’ve really enjoyed learning more about this opportunity. What are the next steps in the 

hiring process? 

 Related: Interview Question: “Do You Have Any Questions?” 

 7. Conduct mock interviews 

 Just like public speaking, practicing interviews is the best way to relieve anxiety and improve 

your confidence. Practice may be tedious, but repeatedly experiencing the interview process 

will make you more comfortable and help you give the right impression. 

 If you have friends or family to help, conduct mock interviews as much as you can. If you 

don't have another person, practice your questions and answers out loud. You may find that 

an answer sounds awkward or doesn't convey what you wish when it's spoken, so this gives 

you an opportunity to refine your answers and commit them to memory. The more you 

repeat your interview, the more confident you'll be during the real thing. 

 8. Print hard copies of your resume 

 Most employers ask for digital copies of your resume with the application, but they may not 

have easy access to it during the interview itself. Having copies to present to multiple 

interviewers shows that you're prepared and organized. You should have at least three 

copies to provide for multiple interviewers, plus one for yourself to follow along. 

 During your preparation, read over your resume and rehearse explanations for any gaps 

that may appear or other oddities. For example, you may have taken time off work to care 

for a child or family member, switched careers or had other legitimate reasons for 

employment gaps. These can be a concern for employers, so it's best to prepare your 

explanation to show them that you're not a risk. 



 

 

 You may also encounter questions about your resume that are awkward. It's important to 

be honest but diplomatic in addressing them. For example, you may have left a job because 

of your supervisor or manager, or policies that you didn't agree with, but you don't want to 

speak negatively about a former employer. Consider these possible questions and prepare 

your answers in advance, so you don't accidentally say something you'll regret. 

 Like the rest of the interview, it's best to prepare for these questions by writing notes and 

rehearsing your answers out loud multiple times prior to the interview. 

 9. Prepare your travel arrangements 

 Job interviews tend to be stressful for most people for many reasons, but getting to the 

interview can be a challenge in itself. If your interview is an unfamiliar area or even an 

entirely new city, it can be a source of anxiety to find your way around and make sure that 

you show up on time. 

 To avoid becoming too anxious for your commute, prepare yourself to ensure everything 

goes smoothly on the day of the meeting. Here's how: 

 Leave early: This may seem obvious, but it's better to leave with plenty of time to get to 

your interview, even if it means arriving way too early. Even if you leave yourself a few extra 

minutes to get there, small obstacles can be enough to make you late, such as heavy traffic, 

accidents, no parking or trouble finding the building. If you arrive too early, just use the time 

to go over your notes and mentally prepare for your interview. 

 Save the interview contact information: Even with plenty of time for your commute, 

sometimes situations out of your control can still cause you to be late. If something happens 

and you know you'll be a little late, call your interview coordinator and make them aware of 

the situation. Most people are empathetic to these situations and understand that some 

things just can't be helped, especially if you're letting them know in advance and have a 

reasonable explanation. In this situation, the worst thing you could do is show up late 

without any notice and try to explain yourself. 

 Search the location in advance: Most interviews are scheduled days or weeks in advance, so 

you have time to research the location. If your interview is close enough, you can take a day 

to go to the location and check out the parking, take note of the traffic and find the suite or 

office where your interview will be. If you're anxious about parking or any other aspect of 

the location, contact your interviewer to ask them for more information. 

 10. Sell yourself 

 One of the biggest challenges in an interview is selling yourself. Most people are 

uncomfortable with this idea, but presenting yourself accurately and positively doesn't have 

to feel like a sale. The truth is that you do have professional skills and experiences that may 

set you apart from other applicants, so it's acceptable and expected for you to acknowledge 

them to your potential employer. 

 When you prepare for a job interview, make note of your skills that relate to the role and 

think of how your experiences and abilities can contribute to the overall goals of the 

department and company. Your answers will be somewhat short, so you want to choose the 

most positive and relevant information to share during the interview. 

 If you have metrics or stats to show your accomplishments or growth during your previous 

roles, they're a great help in selling yourself during the interview. For example, you may 



 

 

have increased sales by a certain percentage or increased social media engagement in your 

last position. 

 Whatever accomplishments you have, don't be modest about sharing them during your 

interview. Your potential employer wants to know that you'll be the right fit and that you 

can deliver something to the company, so they need to know all the reasons that you can 

provide that for them. 

 11. Get ready to follow up after the interview 

 After your interview, you should prepare to follow up with the employer. Doing so reminds 

the employer of your conversation, shows them you are genuinely interested in the position 

and gives you the opportunity to bring up points you forgot to mention. 

 Here are a few steps you can follow when crafting a follow-up note: 

 In the first paragraph, mention the specific job title and thank your interviewer. 

 In the second paragraph, note the company’s name as well as a conversation point and/or 

goal that seemed especially important to the person you spoke with. Connect that point to 

your experience and interests. 

 In the final paragraph, invite them to ask you any additional questions and close by saying 

you’re looking forward to hearing back. 

 Final tip: If you don’t know the answer to a certain question, it is perfectly acceptable to 

pause for a moment and simply state, “Let me think about that for a moment.” The 

employer will appreciate you taking the time to give them a thoughtful answer. Be sure to 

provide specific examples wherever possible. Taking time to prepare for an interview will 

ultimately help you feel more relaxed and confident during the process. 

  

 


